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If you don't have the luxury of the right product for every product, virtual receptionist Answer 1 solves a unique and diverse audience and customer service and marketing. Answer 1 has partnered with ConsumerAffairs to connect with consumers further through the sales cycle, making it one of the company's most profitable marketing channels. The problem:
The business world that provides support at lly Depend Age continues to shift to digital-centric service offerings, and companies looking to stay ahead of the curve continue to increase their reliance on technology integration at all levels. Answer 1 knows that responding to services is important to move with the times. Virtual receptionist services, such as those
provided in Answer 1, answer questions that require more integrated digital solutions, and ol' traditional response services fall by the way in favor of providing advanced services such as scheduling, on-demand bilingual translation, order taking, help desk support, email and text monitoring, online chat, and CRM data items. Goal: Customization is the goal of
various client BaseAnswer 1 to serve as an extension of the customer's business, a key with a broad customer base that represents both small and medium-sized businesses in various industries. Offering services ranging from simple calls to Tier 1 IT support, Answer 1 can request customization and serve each customer in a way that is unique to their needs.
Read the full case study here. Chapter 12 is a special type of bankruptcy intended specifically for someone who meets the definition of a family farmer or family fisherman. The person should also have what is called a regular annual income. Deep Justice Chapter 12 bankruptcy does not automatically eliminate all debt. Instead, you must file a repayment plan
similar to Chapter 13 Bankruptcy. Both individuals, individuals, and spouses can file for bankruptcy protection under Chapter 12, but the majority of the debt must be related to farming or fishing businesses. This includes debts that have a fixed amount but are excluded from filer's home. For family farmers, at least 50% of the debt must be related to the
business, and for fishermen it should have at least 80%. In addition, more than 50% of income came from business for the previous tax year. These three previous taxes for family farmers included years. They must have regular annual income so that they have the financial resources to tax long-term plans to repay creditors for three to five years or more. As
with any type of bankruptcy, the person filing The 12th A petition with the court providing the area with the necessary documents and documents. This includes assets and liabilities, income and expenses, and disclosure of financial statements. They must provide a detailed list of all income as well as all business and living rain, as well as a detailed list of all
properties, as well as a list of all creditors and the amount owed. Learn more: What is bankruptcy? Chapter 12 you have run a family farming business and replaced several pieces of expensive equipment over the past few years. There has also been a drought that has harmed your crops so you produce fewer products to sell. Not only are you making less
money, but you are spending more due to business-related expenses. If more than 50% of the debt is related to the operation of the business, you can file for Chapter 12 bankruptcy and make a three-to-five-year plan to pay creditors and restore financial situation. Debt Management Calculator. Chapter 7 is a chapter of the Bankruptcy Code that provides
liquidation. Under Chapter 7, the debt is discharged, but the unsodyed property is sold and the proceeds are distributed to the creditors. Deeper justice waves exist to give people a new financial start. Chapter 7 allows you to be debt free, but that doesn't say there is no price. In exchange for a clean slate, you are expected to hand over your personal property
for sale. Depending on the state in which you live, your home, pension, car, personal belongings, coin collection, jewelry and other personal property may be liquidated to pay creditors. Each state has its own exemption, but 17 states have a choice between a state waiver and a federal bankruptcy waiver as prescribed by Congress. California offers two state
waivers for debtors to choose from. If you live in one of the 17 states where you can choose between state and federal exemptions, you can't choose from the provisions of both codes. The waiver works like this: You own a car worth $5,000, and the state has a vehicle exemption of $6,000. You can keep your current vehicle. However, if your car is worth
$15,000, the bankruptcy trustee will likely sell your car, pay off the loan and pay you $6,000 for the exemption. Other money from car sales will go towards repaying other unsecured creditors. Debt Management Calculator. Chapter 7 examples show that no one wants to file for bankruptcy, given that they remain on the debtor credit report for 10 years. If you
find yourself unable to pay your bills or put food on the table, bankruptcy can be the right option. According to FindLaw, Chapter 7 can help in five ways: you can get a fresh start. You can keep your future income. There are no restrictions. The amount of debt that can be claimed. There is no repayment plan to follow. The discharge of debt occurs quickly.
Learn about life after bankruptcy. Chapter 9 is a bankruptcy code that specifically resolves the debts of municipalities such as cities and towns. This chapter will allow municipalities to tax plans to repay or adjust their debts while providing protection from creditors. Chapter 9 of the Deeper Justice Bankruptcy Code covers the needs of towns, cities, counties,
school districts, city utilities, towns and tax districts. Individuals and corporations are not 100% 100% 500% 500% bankruptcy filing. No. 9 is also available in the state. Chapter 9 To qualify for bankruptcy, municipalities must meet four requirements: You need to set out a plan to restructure or adjust your debt. It must obtain the consent of a majority of the
creditors, have not negotiated with most of the creditors or can not negotiate with the creditors. You must have the authority to become a debtor by a government officer, organization, or state law. The goal of Chapter 9 is to protect the government from creditors while also developing a debt reorganization plan. Local governments may reord debts through
debt repayment, loan repayment, and extension of the original loan period. Unlike other chapters of the Bankruptcy Code, there is no liquidation of assets under Chapter 9. Chapter 9, Example 1:9, was added to the Bankruptcy Code in 1937, and approximately 10 Chapter 9 petitions are filed each year. It is much less common than other bankruptcies. Some
chapter 9 bankruptcies have been notable. In 1994, Orange County, California, was seeking to restructure its $1.7 billion debt, the largest city bankruptcy declaration of its time. In November 2011, Jefferson County, Alabama, requested help with a $4 billion debt restructuring that stemmed from investments in faulty local sewage systems. In July 2013, Detroit
was the largest U.S. city filing chapter 9 bankruptcy, with about $18-20 billion in debt and 100,000 creditors. The approved repayment plan for the city cut about $7 billion from the debt burden. Debt Management Calculator. • A whole new career path will emerge from the dramatic growth of affordable data library online storage. This new corporate librarian will
understand the millions of data accumulated by the company's workforce and turn it into a reasonable and searchable knowledge library instead of the data mess we have now. • James W. Gaberty, Associate Professor of Information Systems, Pace University, New York • Wireless data, CDs, DVDs, flash drives and floppies everywhere will become obsolete
over the next few years. The speed of wireless access has increased dramatically. On a hardwired drive, you can access your data over the Internet as you do now. Just as you can make mobile phone call from anywhere in the world today, you can access your personal or business data wirelessly from anywhere in the world. You don't need to copy it to a
portable storage medium to save it locally or take it to another computer. • Michael Driscoll, President, Winchester Electronics, Unit of Northrop Grumman Corp., Wallingford, Conn. • Roll back to time until 2007, fully protected, versioned file systems are widely available. A versioned file system supports time, enabling users or applications to roll back files to
their previous state. For applications such as databases, this means that it is easy to go back in time as of the end of last month and run reports on the database. For desktop users, this means that the user can return to an earlier version of the file without performing a backup or before the virus infects the file. Essentially, the file system essentially becomes
self-healing, making the virus harmless and eliminating the need for backups as we know it. • Dave Howard, Colorado Software Architects, Luckland, Colo. • Terabytes in your hands expect terabytes of data storage on your phone by 2007. This will be achieved through continuous advances in flash silicon and multi-level cell technology. • Dana Gross, M-
System Flash Disc Pioneers Inc., Fremont, Ca. • Migration headache data migration will be one of the biggest problems in data storage by 2005. Storage devices can hold hundreds of terabytes of data, but the time required to upgrade hardware or migrate data to secondary locations is prohibitive and is often lined up in weeks or months. This conundrum will
dramatically expand the market for zero-downtime data migration tools and storage systems that can mirror or migrate data from other hardware. • Jeff Peral, Chief Technology Officer, Blue Arc Inc., San Jose • Central Archives 3 years, almost all publicly traded companies will build corporate corporate data archives. To comply with complex regulations and
discovery requests, enterprises will choose to store almost everything in a centralized enterprise data archive on a very low-cost storage system. A centralized archive contains ERP data, e-mail, and document archives and is centrally managed and audited. These archives will become as widespread as firewalls today. • Mark Diamond, President and CEO,
Contourall Inc., Los Altos, Calif. • Hollywood calling storage vendors are focused on the corporate data storage market so they can't understand the growth of storage requirements in unconventional markets like the entertainment industry. Consider via: More and more movies will be digitized, but two-hour movies will need about 800TB of storage. Digitizing
the film industry alone will generate millions of petabytes of stored data, far more than today's entire enterprise storage market. • Barbara Murphy, Vice President, 3ware Inc., Sanivale, Calif. • Secret Agent Agents or Bots will be widely used to mine enterprise data for trends, insights, and customer intelligence within the next two years. For example, agents
can export stored e-mails that talk to competitors, sexually harass people, or find employees who are doing positive things. If your bank has a lending department, you want to know every time someone completes a loan over $300,000. Employees have an interface that allows agents to program in plain language to perform searches and then display the
results in a pop-up window. • Scott Klosowski, Critical Technologies Inc., Oklahoma City • Database, R.I.P. Database is dead. The storage vendor's new smart file system will begin to emerge in 2004, leveraging self-described and self-adaptive technologies to avoid database complexity and performance taxes. The key to this trend is to describe the data not
as rows and columns, but as business objects that can be accessed and managed by file containers that can be resolved directly by the application. Also known as object-based storage. This will erode database vendors' revenue and mind share in three years with ubiquitous capabilities in two years. Smart storage vendors replace databases for simple
discovery and discovery. • Michael Howard, CEO, Outer Bay Technologies, Campbell, CA. On the moon! If you're really looking for remote data archiving, what about a sea of tranquility? TransOrbital Inc., a commercial company that hopes to make traveling to the moon a routine thing, plans to provide off-premises storage on the moon to protect sensitive
data from natural or man-made disasters on Earth. Dennis Laurie, president of The Moon Delivery Service in La Joya, California, says the first step is to send a prototype server to the moon in 2005, followed by larger servers on the second, third and fourth trips until there is a server farm on the moon. Sending and retrieving data can be tricky due to a three-
second transmission delay, but Laurie says the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's deep space protocols can solve the problem. — Mitch Betts mitch_betts@computerworld.com Credit: Getty Images More predictions go to QuickLink 33168, to confirm last year's batch of storage forecasts and find out who was right. The new storage story in this report: copyright ©
2003 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc.
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